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Transcript-November 21. 2005

Interview with Kat Williams at Marshall University, November 4, 2005
Let's get started. My plan here is kind of to talk about your involvement in the women 's
movement, education, and then connect it with Marshall and your career now and that
kind of thing, the women 's program here. So first ofall, tell me about your personal
background, family, where you 're from, and that kind of thing.

I am originally from Valley Station. Kentucky which is about 30 miles southwest of
Louisville. I consider myself a native of Louisville. but Valley Station is sort of a very
working class suburb of Louisville. and I grew up very working class. in fact probably its
more ac~urate to say working poor. I lived in Louisville. or well the Louisville area.
most of my life until I went to graduate school at the University of Kentucky. and then I
since then been all over the place. But growing up in Valley Station. again very working
class area. my educational background I guess. is influenced by that for lots of reasons,
not the least of which is that kids in ·my neighborhood. particularly girls, did not go to
college. You got married right out of high school and that's what was expected of you, I.
was the first in my family to go to college. My dad has an eighth grade education and my
mom has a high school education. My dad was a mechanic. He owned a garage, was
self-employed for thirty years or something. But as the oldest child in my family, I don't
know why or where it all came from, but I always knew that I wanted to go to college.
but never really felt smart enough. I was not a very good student in high school, in fact a
very bad student in high school, in part because I had other interest [laughs]. I was far
more interested in sports and I was also in the band, the marching band. And so I didn't

take school very seriously, and I think part of that is because I realize now in retrospect
that I had, probably had a learning disability and did not read very well. And one of the
ways I guess I sort of covered up for that was I acted like it didn't matter, and so wasn't a
very good student. I was in grade school at a time when people didn't really have the
same ideas about testing learning disabilities. We weren't so in tune to that. We didn't
test for it as much. And I really couldn't read until I was in the third grade. It was my
cousin who finally got tired of me asking him to read me a book that set me down and
helped me learn to read, and I think it was because I had a learning disability, but
unfortunately that translated as an older kid, that translated into I am not smart and so that
is kind of the way I always felt about myself and because of that never really though
college was a real option. And it really was sort of out of my frame of reference. And
j

again, you know girls, partic~larly, who graduated from high school in 1975, in working
class America you got married. So, unfortunately, I did that, but I got over it fairly
quickly. But, ah, anyway ...
Like a sickness or something? [laughing]
Yeah it was, it was ... definitely, it was like a sickness. That anyway, I don't know that
that is ... that's probably a lot of rambling.
[phone rings]

Okay, we were talking about your motivations for education being.from working class
background and being a woman. Is there anything else you would point to as a
motivation for going that extra step, because obviously it was hard thing to go to college?

Yeah, you know its funny, my sister and I have talked about this at great length, my sister
is also, she is a master-level social worker, very successful and both of us have talked
about this, and I'm not sure where this came from. Not that my parents are stupid by any
stretch of the imagination. In fact, they are both very bright, my dad while having an
eighth grade education still ran a very successful business that my parents were able to
retire from, and but there was always a sense particularly from my mother there was
always a sense of needing to be aware ofthings ... historical things ... the news, you know.
And of course I grew up in what I think is the best decade ever, and that's the 1960s. I
think that that has something to do with it. This feeling of, you know, you can make a
difference and you should make a difference. Not only that you can, but that you should,
it's your responsibility. But as far of the initial spark or interest like I said I spent most of
my childhood and early adulthood, thinking that I wasn't very smart and was convinced
of that and was in relationships with people who helped to convince me of that. But then
by shear accident got involved with a group of people, a group of friends, who were in
college and when I would say things like 'no, no, I am not really interested in that, I have
a job, whatever.' They were stunned that I wasn't doing that. And so they were the ones
who gave me .. .I guess planted the seed in a sense, but the thing is ... and this indicates
how nai've I was I think ... the thing is I [pause] never quite thought I was smart enough to
go to college, but always wanted to teach college. How bizarre is that? I mean I know,
when I envisioned, you know when you're a little kid people ask you 'what do you want
to be when you grow up?,' Well you know when I was growing up they didn't ask girls
that too much because they expected you just to get married and have babies, but when I
thought about 'well, what do I want to be when I grow up?' it was one of two things, I

wanted to be a college professor or a politician. And, in fact, I furthered that by any
number of times as a kids I would gather, I was always sort of in control, I gathered the
neighborhood kids around and stood up on my dad's toolbox, and gave speeches about
things. I know I am still doing that. So, there was always that interest and I not sure
where it came from initially, but I never, at least early on, I was never able to make that
leap between this is an interest in something I want to do and then realizing, well you first
have to go to college to do it. So, I am not sure where it all came from. I credit, in large
part, I credit my m~m with sort of instilling a curiosity in me, no so much 'you need to go
to college,' but its okay to be curious and you need to know things. From my mom, one
of the biggest investments that she and my dad ever made was that they bought us a
brand ne~ set of World Book Encyclopedias and it was nineteen-sixty .. .I don't
know ... sixty-six or sixty-seven and from my mother she sit there and read that
encyclopedia because, not every page of everyone of them, but for her this was her idea
of providing us with books that had knowledge and we needed to at least to have some
understanding of the world. They still have that encyclopedia by the way, I keep telling
my mother, you need to probably get something that includes the assassination of Robert
Kennedy and I don't know maybe even the Vietnam War. There was that interest in
learning and I guess that's where it came from and ultimately many years later my cousin
he was an only child, I was an only child until I was seven and we grew up together, he
was a year and a half or two years older and I looked up to him and I did whatever he told
me to do, and that proved to be a really bad idea lot of the time.

Is he the one who taught you to read?

Yeah, he's the one who taught me to read, he unfortunately in '94 at age thirty-nine died
of AIDS. It was a truly devastating time for me and my family, and he had always been
one person who openly believed in me. And, as he was literally on his death bed he said

'I don't have a lot of money, I can't leave you very much, but I have twelve hundred
dollars and I want you to have it, I want you take it and go to school, go do what you can
to help go to school.' At that point I had a bachelor's degree, but was always kicked
around the idea of grad school. I learned from him a lot of lessons, not the least of which
is the true meaning of that saying 'life is too short.' So that was in ... he died in July of
'94 and I started my doctoral program in '95, and I thought this is ridiculous. This is the
thing I al~ays wanted to do so here's, I have the chance, so he in some ways inspired me
early on, and then there was that large period of time as young adults when we really
didn't see much of one another because he lived in D.C., and then at the end of his life he
also inspired me ... and again that's probably far more information than your needed to
know

No that's great, that's perfect, real quickly you mentioned you had a job at the time you
were kicking around the idea of college, what kind ofjobs did you have?

Well, are you ready for this, I was a dental technician. I. .. gosh from the time I was I
don't know maybe 19, well first of all I got married right out of high school. I turned
nineteen on September 11 and got married September 24 of that same year, and went to a
training program for dental assistants and stuff. And I've always been really good

working with my hands. So, dental technology was something that I picked up on,
working in a lab making crowns and bridges and things like that. So I did that for, I don't
know maybe five or six years, and then from that I learned how to make jewelry and so I
was a jeweler for about eight years. And still do work in my basement, but now I do it
because it's a hobby. And I enjoy it, its relaxing, instead of having to do it twelve hours a
day in a mall, but those were the jobs off and on. And of course as a student, I continued
to do those jobs and work while I was doing my undergraduate work, but for the most
part that was what I did.

Just interested, um, when did you first become aware of an organized women's movement
and how were you first exposed?
i

Well, I think my knowing about a women's movement was sort of... l am not sure I can
identify finding out or the first time I found out about a women's movement ... but it was
in the context of all social movements in the sixties and early seventies. As I said to you
my mother was always very aware of what was going on, she was very much aware of
the news and what was happening, and while she would not at that point have considered
herself anti-war or any of that stuff she was aware of it and because she was ware of it, I
was aware of it. (phone rings]
So I guess what I am trying to say is that first of all I was aware of this sense of social
responsibility, and I ... this is something I also credit both my parents with and that is
instilling in me a very fundamental, deep-seeded sense of fairness and equality, now
unfortunately my dad was and still is a right-wing Republican and unfortunately when I

grew up he was pretty racist, and that was part of his upbringing and part of his
experience, and he has since changed considerably. But I always knew that was wrong,
and I always knew I never want to be that. So having this sense of fairness, this sense of
equality or need for equality, and combined with having not only an interest, but a talent
for playing sports I played sports in the streets with the boys and yet on Saturday's
couldn't go play Little League with them. I was a far better baseball player than most all
of them, yet couldn't play organized sports because girls weren't allowed to do that. So
all of those things come together to create this awareness. Wait a minute, there's
something wrong here. We're living in a time when you hear in the music and in the
rhetoric on TV and in the speeches on TV and you hear all this talk about peace and love
and equ~lity and we can make a difference and you should make a difference and all of
that stuff. Yet, here I am this little kid experiencing exactly the opposite and so because
of that I had an awareness of that whole, those social movements, those new left social
movements that came out of the sixties. Now in terms of a women's movement, this is
going to be a really convoluted story, but then that's not new either I guess. One of the
things I did and dearly loved as a kid was I was in girl scouts. I was in girl scouts for
seven years and I loved it! I've heard horror stories from my friends now who were in
scouts for a year or for like six months, they hated it, all we did was sit around and make
doilies and stuff, and I think I was very fortunate because I had girl scout leaders who
yeah, we did ... I am sure we did some crafty stuff, but we went on hikes, and we went on
camping trips. We did things, and we were active, and it gave me an opportunity to see
girls can do those things. It gave me a chance to explore that side of me. I was a leader
like the patrol leaders, and on a small scale it seems like nothing but I think when you put

all of that stuff together it helps to create a bigger picture. Because I had that experience
and with those leaders, those women who were in my eyes at a very young age, very
strong women, good examples, good role models, that I, again, was aware 'wait a minute,
why can't I go play Little League?' Why can't I do this or this or this? So as I became
more aware of that personally I was also at the same time aware of what was in a very
negative way referred to as the women's lib movement of the late sixties and early
seventies. And by the time Women's Liberation Movement really emerges strongly in
the early seventies I was, had already experienced as most girls had, had experienced
those kind of issues. And so, I came to it over a slow process and for a while even
resisted, like many of my students still do, that label of 'feminist' because I didn't
understand it. But I very quickly got over that. It was an evolution that took some time
i

but I think it was grounded in those social justice issues of the time.

Later in the women's movement and I know from previous talks that you were somewhat
involved, so describe for me what you witnessed what you saw ofthe actual women's
movement, ofprotests and things like that and what was your role?

From the time that I started my undergraduate degree at the University of Louisville, well
even before that I should say, I as active in the local chapter of NOW, and 'active' maybe
initially is too strong of a word. Now as you know and hopefully remember from class
NOW actually starts in 1966, but it really takes some time for it to become a national
organization. By the early seventies, there are NOW chapters pretty much all over.
There was a NOW chapter in Louisville, and there was a NOW chapter on University of

Louisville campus. So there was a campus chapter and a city chapter which seems now
in retrospect a little weird, but that's the way it was. And so I was a member of the NOW
chapter that was in the city, but I didn't do a whole lot initially. I was married for a good
bit of that time in the mid-seventies, so I paid my dues basically and didn't do a whole
lot. As I got toward the end, a little bit later, toward the end of my marriage and started
to realize that it was okay for me to go to actual those meetings and do things. I started to
be more active. I started taking class on U of L's campus part time while working full
time, and got then got involved with the NOW chapter on campus and that was the one I
got most involved in. I went to meetings, you know, it was kind of boring honestly,
initially. And then I started to realize as we got near ... '77 or something like that there is
a very strong Lesbian-Feminist movement that's emerging in Louisville at the time. The
j

lesbian community in Louisville was very active, very active politically, very vocal, very
visible, and they were questioning some of the stuff that was going on at NOW. They
had been, they felt, the grassroots, the people in the trenches of the women's movement,
and now they were getting a lot of grief from NOW because NOW didn't want to be
considered the "lesbian organization." They were doing everything in their power, with
out actually coming out and saying it, they were doing everything in their power to push
women out who openly identified as lesbians. And so there was immediately this rift. I,
initially anyway, was a little taken back because I thought you know wait a minute, were
all in this together, was very idealistically, all that kind of crap. It became very clear to
me though that I was not going to be able to take that middle road, and part of that was
because the leaders of NOW, the local chapter, were not going to let that happen. So,
they ... kind of. .. forced our hand a little bit, and those of us who, and whether or not we

identified as lesbians at that point, it didn't matter, if you came down on that side of the
issue then you were kind of forced to take a stand, so I pretty much agreed with those
women from the Lesbian-Feminist Union, which was a separate organization that, you
know, it shouldn't really matter one way or another the reality is women made at that
point fifty-two cents on the dollar, there was intense discrimination in all aspects, and
certainly we had very.few victories. Roe v. Wade was what. .. ' 72 ... '73 but at that point
we are still only a few years from that. Title IX was '72, and we still had not seen any
evidence of that being enforced. So, we were still really struggling for a lot of things, and
so I made some decisions about how I was going to ... what side I was going to be
on ... and it exploded. The National Organization for Women chapters on campus and
particularly the one in the city went head to head and those of us who were either openly
I

identified as lesbian or who side with them were basically asked to leave the
organization. At the time it was devastating, at the time it was infuriating. It was
unspeakable to me because again I grew up in this idealistic world this belief that you
know we can all make a difference and we can all bring about change and equality and all
that stuff if we just work together. I mean all that 'pie in the sky' stuff that we were told,
I didn't really believe it. So I was pretty devastated, then I pissed off. And so, I am still
pretty pissed off. [laugh] And that is why I am still not a member of the National
Organization for Women.

I don't really blame you ... I think you already kind of answered this but to just one more
time what particular issues that probably pushed you into wanting to be a part ofall of

this stuff, besides just the feeling of those equality issues that explained. Things like I am
guessing possibly sports and education, anything else?

Yes, actually sports was probably the number one issue. At the time, it was literally just
about wanting to play sports.·

Just, let me play.
Yeah,just let me play. It wasn't what I understand now, still I wish they had just let me
play Little League baseball, and I wish I had access to a college education, scholarships
and things because I was a good ball player, but I didn't have access to it. But now I
think people of my generation and certainly generations before really got screwed
because we didn't have access to a college education, or any of those other benefits you
i

get from playing sports that boys have had traditionally always. So now looking back at
it, I see that's an issue, but at the time though it was really was 'well wait a minute, I've
got. .. there is not a guy, a boy in my neighborhood that wants to challenge me on the
softball field. Yet, I could never play. I totally embarrassed myself in my fifth grade
class once when the teacher was talking about, asked us what we wanted to be when we
grow up or what we wanted to do. And, I said that I wanted to play shortstop for the
Cincinnati Reds. The whole class laughed, and so did the teacher, and the message to me
was very clear, you know, you can't do that. That is one of those things you just can't
do. So, sports was one of those things that showed me, was a manifestation of that
inequality. It showed me, there are things that society tells us that we can't do. So sports
was a catalyst. Once I started to truly understand some of the issues and the ways in
which women were treated in this country whether it's a pro-choice issue, whether it's

equal pay for equal work. Now I am not, nor will I ever be or have I ever been a military
person, but even if you just look at women for the longest time didn't even have access to
the same things that men did in terms of joining the military and those opportunities.
There were just a lot of places women could go, and there still are! There still are.
Women and this is connected to sports again, women can not join certain country clubs.
Augusta National where they play the Master's every year, women can't join that. And
that is absurd to me in 2005 that there are places that women can't go. And so, that
injustice, whether it's centered around sports or not, but that was probably one of the
main things because it was so much a part of my daily life.

When and why did you choose women's studies or women's history as your field of
;

;

study? Did you initially choose women's studies and then go on to history, and if so
why?

Actually, no. It was history first and when I started working on my undergraduate degree,
I went part-time and worked full time, then I worked a couple of part-time jobs and went
full-time, you know it took me eight years to get my bachelor's degree. I always loved
history, and so I took both history classes and archeology classes. I loved it. I got to the
point where okay now you have to make a choice because I had been in school long
enough, I had gotten rid of those sorts of general ed. requirements and stuff. I just so
happen, my first semester that I ever took college class, it was the dumbest luck I've ever
had in my life. I signed up for a 300-level, finding, evaluating, and editing women's
manuscripts English class at the University of Louisville, taught by a woman who was a

nun, Lucy Freibert. Lucy Freiburt is a legend in Louisville, she is a pro-choice nun, and
one of the most influential women ever at the University of Louisville. She is retired
now, but I didn't know what I was getting into, I just didn't have a clue, but I learned
from Dr. Friebert about the importance of women in history. Even though it was an
English class, it was about editing manuscripts. And I learned from her that what women
have to say is important. And I learned an appreciation for one of the most important
people in my whole life, Eleanor Roosevelt, from Lucy Freiburt. So, that got me
interested in history, and particularly in women's history and so I continued to take
history classes, and again stumbled into a history class taught by a woman named Nancy
Theriot. Nancy Theriot is now the director of U of L's Women's Studies Program, and
they have a major and masters and everything. She said to me 'you need to make a
;

decision, you either gonna' go with history or you're gonna' go with anthropology, but
now you have to decide because you've got enough classes. And because of their
influence, I realized that that's where my interest was and so went, initially with history
because of my love for history, but then because of them realized that women's history
was a subset of that, and got from women's history into women's studies through Nancy
Theriot.

Would you say that the Women's movement and your involvement with NOW and other
organizations the Lesbian-Feminist movement, would you say they affected your choice
to study women's history?

Absolutely, its funny you know again all that stuff that I experienced whether it was as a
kid or once I was involved in those organizations, all of that was the physical
manifestation of the theory that I learned in those classes. And so, it was this very cool
sort of coming together of the theory, the ideas, the concepts, and then the physical
manifestation of those things, and so I was just very fortunate that they all sort of came
together within in a relatively short period of time.

So, like it was always supposed to be?
Yeah, I have a real sense of that.

Do you think women's studies has been a successful part ofthe larger women's
movement? In what ways?
Do I think women's studies has been successful?

Well, I've always thought ofwomen's studies as being part ofthe women's movement,
you know that women's studies came out of the fact we want, especially when its history,
to bring these things out and say we can do these things ... so, as far as parts of the
women 's movement. For instance, NOW they had the very convoluted like you say
problems and with women's studies, I was just wondering ifyou think that that's been a
successful part of what they were trying to do, you know, their ultimate goals?

Yes, yes I think it was a very successful part of the women's movement, women's studies
is a .. .by definition multidisciplinary. One of the reasons for that, and there are many, but
one of the reasons for that is to show the diversity of women and also to study all aspects.
I mean women's history, and this is something that I grapple with everyday, because both
students and faculty alike don't understand the difference in women's studies and

women's history. Women's studies is about women in science, and women in
anthropology, and writers, and politicians, and mathematicians and all of those things it is
multidisciplinary and gives students and anyone whose ... [tape cuts out] ... it gives them
hopefully anyway, a broad view of not only what women have done but what they are
currently doing whether its women's health or whatever. I think it is an extremely
important aspect or outgrowth of the women's movement, and one that continues to
grow. I mean, women's studies, you can now get a Ph.D. in women's studies, you can
get master's in women's studies, bachelor's degrees, minors, or graduate certificates, not
here at Marshall unfortunately, but you can get those things and that is a testament I think
to the growth of the field and the importance of the field.

Do you feel, I assume its yes, but do you feel it's important to have women's studies
programs on campuses and why?

Oh, absolutely. I think it is crucial because of the very things I just said but also because
you are not going to be taken very seriously in the world of academia today if you are a
college or a university that does not recognize the significance of women's studies as a
field. You're just not, and we are grappling with that at Marshall. We have a minor, we
are fighting to get a graduate certificate and right now we are even fighting to keep our
office, but we have a women's studies, we have a very active women's studies faculty,
affiliated faculty and hopefully it will grow. I think it is absolutely crucial that we
maintain women's studies not only on this campus but in general. But of course some

areas of the country appreciate it, and respect it, and embrace it more than other but that's
always the case I guess.

Well obviously you just said its good for the university to have them, but how do you think
that the college experience for students as well as faculty has changed because of
women's studies programs or women's centers and their presence on campus? Like my
college experience, it was very well-known to me when I came here the first day to
Marshall that there was a women's studies program and a women's center, and I doubt
when you went to Louisville there was a huge push for that. How do you think that
changes?

Well, let me just say in some ways you can probably answer that question more than I
can. For me, finding when I was at U of Land ultimately when I went to University of
Kentucky for my doctoral program I was a G.A. for the women's studies department
there the first year. Finding those places on campus was like finding water in the desert
because I, particularly in the seventies and eighties, I really longed for that and didn't
know how to find it. One of the things that I think women's studies and the women's
center, which by the way is different from women's studies, both of those things provide,
and particularly in a place like Marshall, we have a pretty unique opportunity here. We
reach out to and bring in students from lots of different areas and many of them of first
generation college students, who don't have a lot of experience or a lot of knowledge
about women's issues for example, but it at least having women's studies and a women's
center, it gives those students an opportunity to see that those things are out there. It's a

place where students who want that kind of experience and want that kind of knowledge
and that kind of community support, its there for them. I've been at Marshall, this is the
beginning of my fifth year and I see it every single day, the number of young women
particularly and young men by the way, who are transformed in some very fundamental
ways because of there connections, not to me personally, but to the women's center to the
activities. We have an incredibly impressive women's history month calendar every year
in March. We do the Vagina Monologues every year which brings in huge numbers of
people. We bring in speakers, we had Gloria Steinem on campus. I mean, we do a lot of
things both the women's center and women's studies, that gets students in touch with
those kinds of people, those kinds of issues and it provides them with a place for them to
go and to: see that, in the same way that those groups of people provided for me back in
the seventies this physical example of what you can do or what's possible. And again, I
am not talking about myself but I am talking about women's studies in general and the
women's center.

When did you finish your doctorate?
I finished it in 2001.

And did you come straight to Marshal/from there?

Well, no. I was finished with the course work and dissertation before that. I was at the
University of Wisconsin Madison, I had a fellowship to finish my dissertation in '99 and
2000, that school year, and I was there for a year. And from there, I had a one year full
time teaching appointment at Wesleyan University in Connecticut. And so I taught there

for a year and finish the dissertation and from there, came to Marshall. But, officially my
graduation date is 2001 because I had to wait and defend the dissertation.

All thatfim stuff How does Marshall, because I get this a lot, I am.from West Virginia
and I get that a lot, oh this school in Appalachia and these people and your so backward,
or we assume you are anyway, so how does Marshall compare especially with there
women's studies programs to Wesleyan, Madison, and Louisville?

Well, well [chuckles], that's a ...

I understand the University of Wisconsin is awesome ...
That's a question that I think has to have a couple of answers with a couple oflayers.
i

First of all, Marshall, if we are just comparing their women's studies, there is no
comparison. The first women's studies program in the country was at the University of
Wisconsin Madison and it remains one of the best. University of Louisville, as I said, has
a minor, they have a certificate, they have a bachelor's degree, and they have a master's

in women's studies. Wesleyan, Wesleyan University is one of the top five liberal arts
schools in the nation and their women's studies program is just awesome ... But, one of
things that those three school, particularly University of Wisconsin Madison and
Wesleyan, one of the things that those two schools have in common is they are very well
funded. Now, Wesleyan is a private school and it is extremely well funded.

uw.

Madison is not a private school, but it is a large Big Ten school and they are also very
well funded. So there is a long history of women's studies in both of those schools and
there is financial support for women's studies in those schools. So, you can't really

compare the programs in women's studies. Now, having said that, I spent an entire year
at Wesleyan teaching classes to literally some of the best and the brightest this country
has to offer. I am here to tell you right now, that I have students at Marshall that I would
put up against them any day of the week. I have students at Marshall that can't come in
out of the rain, and I have everything in between. And that is one of the things I
absolutely love about being here. There are students who run the gamut, but I am telling
you I have students every bit as gifted, as dedicated, as any student I every had at
Wesleyan University. So, if you are comparing the institutions and women's studies
programs, you really can't. If you are comparing the students, what we do here in terms
of women's studies students or students who are connected to us because of women's
studies, i1;1 my opinion is far more important than anything that's happening in those other
places. I think part of that is I am projecting my own experience on to that, but I think if
you grow up in a very rural area, conservative area, small town West Virginia you may or
may not even know what the hell women's studies is, but when you come to campus, you
come to Marshall, it probably fells like, for a lot of people, and I am not being or
meaning this in a derogatory way, it is just true, coming to Huntington is a big city for a
lot of folks. And I understand that. So, having that experience of seeing what women's
studies is, and what it can mean, and what is offered to you as a student is really life
changing for a lot of students. And because of that, we have a bigger need for it here
than we do in some of those other areas because of that. Unfortunately, what goes with
that is we don't have a whole lot of funding. But, we try .

But as far as even the programs, of course I should have worded that differently aren't
comparable, but do you find the students that you come in contact with here at Marshall
opened to, male and female, especially male, do you find them just as opened to women's
studies and women's center things as say at Wesleyan?

No. What I think you do get is you have a larger number of students who resist on this
campus, male and female, resist the label "feminist" because they think it is a derogatory
term. They resist the label of "liberal" because god knows that's a derogatory term. And
so, all of those things are wrapped up in women's studies and the women's center in the
minds of people who would resist it. So what I think the difference is, is that you have a
lot of students who take advantage of it, who benefit from it, but you have a greater
;

number of people who are opposed to it. This is an incredibly conservative place, I mean
it is an incredibly conservative town, campus, and so that is sometimes hard to overcome.
But, you know, you take your victories where you can get 'em.

You've already explained some, but this is my question about what the women's studies
program offer here, but you've kind ofsaid that we've had a minor since '97 ...
You know I am not sure of that date ...

And we are hoping to get a graduate certificate, hopefully before I graduate ...
Yeah, yeah that should happen hopefully very soon ...

And do you know, did you know anything about the history of the program? When you
were asked to take this over did you look into what they had been doing for the past few

years and then what changes you saw because you've had the experiences at the other
colleges, did you see what changes needed to be made?

Well, I was involved in women's studies from first coming here. I was on the women's
studies committee and affiliated faculty and stuff. I just was not the director of women's
studies, but I was involved with women's studies on Marshall's campus from the day I
walked onto this campus, and have been involved throughout in planning women's
history month and things like that. But, yes, I mean I was very clear about some things
that I thought needed to happen. We need to be more visible. I think we need more
administrative support. I think we need to have more classes. We need to have, even if
it's in a ~ultidisciplinary way, we need to have a major. We are probably twenty-five
years behind the times. There's no reason why we can't have a major. There's an
interest. Unfortunately there's not a lot of money for that, so we have to figure out a way
to do it without it costing anybody anything. So that is one of things that I would like to
see happen is ... we go ahead and get that graduate certificate squared away, and I know
this is a long-range, long-term goal, but that we get a major. Even if it is housed in
another department, I think we need to have a women's studies major available.

Of course not including funding because that's never adequate anywhere, but do you feel
Marshall has adequate focus on women and minorities in their academic curriculum, and
not just classes that are labeled to be such, but maybe just in general?

No, I don't. No, I don't think so at all. I can't tell you .. .l don't know how many maybe
thirteen faculty members in the history department, all fine people, but I can't tell you
how many times I have students come to me, whether its my 231 class or even a specific
women's history class, I can tell you how many times I have students come to me who
are junior, senior history majors, or maybe even master's degree students, who have had
a number of history classes and who come to me and say 'you know, we never talked
about the role of women in World War II.' 'I never knew about that stuff.' I mean, I find
that staggering, that a full fifty percent or more of the population is totally ignored. There
are still people I encounter on a daily basis who say 'well, why do you have to have
women' s history?' 'Isn't that derogatory?' 'Why have women's history, where's men's
history? '. 'Do we have men's history?' And I say, 'yes, that's called history of
civilization.' You know, there are still people who question that, both faculty and
students. The only way that's going to change is for us to eliminate what is considered
the master narrative and I just don't see it happening. So I just don't think women's are
included at the rate that they should and certainly other minorities are not either. Most
people think it is okay if you teach 231 or 230, you insert a little section on women and
that usually happens when you talk about the suffrage movement. And then you insert a
little section on African Americans and that usually happens if its 230 you talk about
slavery, if its 231 you talk about Civil Rights Movement and that's it. For me, when, the
way that I teach it, and I am not saying I am completely right, this is just my approach, I
talk about those things throughout because it is not as if African Americans and women
only emerged in those two time periods. They were there throughout all of it. As I have
said to you in other classes repeatedly, it is all about perspective. I don' t think you can

adequately teach any history class without exploring as many perspectives of even one
event as you possibly can. And until we start doing that, we're not going to be
represented in the way that we should.

Do you feel some of those things will change in like ten years or so when you get ten
years of new students learning things not necessarily the "right" way but your way [same
thing] and get some older faculty out, not just here but everywhere and in every

department, that holds back against those changes?

Yeah, that may do it, I hold out a lot of hope for folks like you ... l mean, yeah, in theory
the people who are in school now will have a different way of teaching that is maybe
;

more inclusive. Although, this is kind of connected to a question you asked earlier about
the response of people on this campus to-women's studies, it's very conservative. And
some of those same conservative folks, male and female, are also going to grow up to be
college professors and they too will teach in a very traditional way because that's how
they learned history. I still get, every single semester, I get teaching evaluations that say
in my 231 class, my survey class, I get teaching evaluations that say something like 'well,
I didn't know this was a black history class' or 'I didn't know this was a women's history
class.' So, in their minds U.S. history is about the history of wars and what I call 'deadwhite-guy-history' and I am not going to teach it. So, I have gotten to the point where I
warn them on the first day of class if they want that they need to drop my class.
Unfortunately, that's part of the problem, it's not how we teach it in college, it's how we

teach it in high school, because that's what we know, that's what we expect when we get
to college. So, I don't know hopefully it will change. I'll leave that up to you.

Is there anything else you would like to add about any of these topics?

Oh, probably but I am sure I've ... well, not really, no. I am glad you are doing this if
nothing else because I'd like to see the women's studies at Marshall .. .we are going to be
better in the future ifwe have an understanding of our past, and I think that's where
women's studies on this campus has a lot of potential. Students like yourself and others
who show an interest in it will ultimately be the ones that we rely on when we goes to the
adminis~ation and say 'see ... [laugh].' So I am glad you're doing it.
Alright, well thank you very much.

